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Dear ENFJ,

We received a request of more information about possible experiences within your career
field based on your personality type. Here is an example of Jonathan, another ENFJ…

Jonathan works at an accounting firm. After completing a bachelor’s degree and being hired
at an entry level position, he has managed to use his interest in numbers and passion for
organization to excel well within the first couple years at the company. In a short time, he
has made it out of the cubicles and into his own office. Not a large office…or with a
view…but an office non the less. His tenacity and outgoingness have actually helped him to
secure new clients. The myths were wrong! Not only can introverts work long hours with
numbers, but his extroverted nature helps him quite a bit here.

There is something missing though. As an ENFJ he is quite intuitive, and this helps when
connecting with clients but he’s starting to feel limited. His potential seems only somewhat
satisfied by this use of all his intuition. What else could he do, Jonathan thought starring out
the window of the break room as rain tapped and drip against the glass.

He pulled the little nozzle on the cooler and filled the water cup back up to washed down the
last bit of his tuna sandwich. Jonathan took a couple steps across the space between the
lunch table in the room of white walls and pale blue trim over to the window. The break room
always made him think of the word ‘clear’. He pressed the tip of his pointer finger against
the glass and tapped. A raindrop on the other side slid down to the bottom, splashing onto
the thin ledge. The tiny waterfall reminded him of a painting he saw during an art history
class his sophomore year.

In that moment he felt like that waterfall-raindrop, dripping down into uncertain places, not
knowing how to change that feeling. He made his way through the rest of his work day,
drifting through it.

When he arrived home, he turned on his computer and searched the internet, looking at all
manner of artwork of the renaissance and baroque eras. That’s it. That’s what was missing
from his life, the beauty of it.

Soon after he took up painting, starting with water colors and moving on up from there.

Though he was driven by the numbers and his outgoingness helped him at work, it helped to
have a creative hobby to be truly happy and healthy. All things to consider as an ENFJ…

Warm regards,

PPCE
Personality/Career Evaluation Team

